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So, you have a few muscles or triggers points that are quite sore and you wish to use a massage
gun?This book, accessible to all, is filled with beautiful illustrations to help you learn how to
target your muscles with a massage gun.You’ll be able to :Identify which muscle is sore.Discover
how you can relax your muscle with the massage gun.Free your muscles from sorenessIncludes
advice useful for sciatica, back pain, neck, and for athletes.This book also offers you more
information about massage gunsDiscover more about the different types of heads
availableLearn how a massage gun can help you dailyDiscover other tools that you can use to
release your tensions (massage ball, stretching, and foam rollers)Learn how to relax your
muscles safely and efficiently.Buy now!Illustrations to help you target the right areasLearn how to
self-massage using a deep tissue massage gunCan be useful to all (massage gun for athletes or
for your daily life)Made by a massage therapist with the same advice he offers to his clients.



NoticeThe contents of this book or guide are only given as a form of advice and suggestions. If
you suffer from any health issues, discuss this book and its contents with your health
professional before using it. The author and publisher assume no responsibility or liability for any
errors or omissions in the content of this book and do not provide medical advice. Published by
MassoGuide Copyrighted / Tous droits réservés © 2021 - Maxime Marois. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the
publisher's prior written permission.For permission requests, write to the publisher, addressed
“Attention: Permission to use,” at the address below.info@massoguide.com First edition - ePub -
2021
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IntroductionWe all commonly develop muscle tension or «knots» in our bodies. It is part of our
shared reality as humans. They bother us, irritate us and annoy us with their presence. These
situations are often described to massage therapists by their clients: neck tension, lower back
tenderness, tender knee, and even more! Even if massage can help lessen the effects of the
tensions, it is pretty common for them to come back if the reasons for their presence are not
corrected. However, it is possible to help yourself in the meantime with some well-targeted self-
massage techniques. Self-massage allows you to control your tensions, reduce their effects, and
remove them. My objective with this guide is to offer you the same advice that I present to my
clients. These will help you target precisely the correct muscles and show you how to relax them.
This book series uses different tools and methods that complement each other. The ball, the
foam roller, the massage gun, and the stretching exercises offer various options to help you. All
of them are easily accessible to you and require very little time to learn and do. I offer you this
book to help you find those annoying sore spots that hassle you so that you can relax them
efficiently.Enjoy.

Terms glossaryMicromovements:Very small back and forth movements. Microrotations:Very
small rotations. Massage:To use the massage gun on a muscle or an area of your
body. Soreness:The different sensations you feel when you self-massage, and there is some
discomfort. Pressure:Refers to the level of depth that is reached when massaging a muscle. You
will generally find the following levels: superficial, medium et deep. Pain:Refers to any soreness
that has reached the pain threshold. Health problem:Any pathology or health issue.

How to use this book Movements Pressure Breathing Duration



MovementsYou should follow the instructions on the different illustrations in order to know which
area you should massage. When you use a massage gun, you should, most of the time, hold it
with the hand from the opposite side to the one you wish to massage.Be sure to take the time
that's necessary to do each movement thoroughly. If you omit parts of the muscle, you will not be
relaxing it to its fullest extent.Rotations allow you to relax an area with precision. Lines allow you
to relax an area or the totality of a muscle. Pressure points allow you to relax slowly the deepest
of tensions.

PressureTo correctly rate the level of soreness you feel and the level that you should aim to
reach in order to obtain effective tension release, follow this rule that we also use during a typical
massage using zero to ten: if zero equals no soreness and ten equals actual pain, the desired
level in self-massage is generally between 3 and 5. This way, you get to feel the muscle release
while staying away from the dangerous pain threshold. It also helps you assess your massage's
effectiveness and notice how the soreness level evolves. You can work at increasing it or
lowering it. Soreness level Quantity Description Almost nothing0 to 3You feel nothing at all or
almost nothing.A little3 to 5Relaxes you, allows you to slowly begin to self-massage and explore
your body to find the tense areas. It also allows you to massage a very sore area slowly, layer by
layer.Average5 to 6Good pressure. Remember to adjust if the area is sore. The ideal level for
daily muscle tension.High7 to 8Soreness that is at a high level and approaching the limit.Very
high8 to 10Very high level of soreness that you will not find comfortable. It is also at 10 that the
pain level begins, which must not be reached.

Massage ball: The self-massage essentials Foam Roller: The self-massage essentials Massage
gun: The self-massage essentials Stretching exercices: The self-massage essentials Bad
postures leading to muscle soreness : The self-massage essentials
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